Relationship between visual and tactile representations in cat superior colliculus.
A stratified organization of visual, somatic and acoustic representations was observed in the cat SC. Cells of the superficial laminae were exclusively visual. Visual, somatic, and acoustic cells were observed in the intermediate laminae while the deeper laminae were predominantly nonvisual. A detailed examination of the tactile representation revealed a somatotopic plan which was in register with the overlying visuotopy. The magnified representation of central visual fields overlapped the magnified tactile representation of the face and, as visual RFS moved temporally, the underlying tactile RFS were displaced caudal and distal. This topographical overlap can be recognized if the visual field is depicted as a flexible sheet which is stretched over the body with the area centralis superimposed on the nose and the limbs radiating out at an acute angle. The overlapping topographies and similarities in stimulus specificity of somatic and visual cells, as well as the similar behavioral deficits previously described following SC lesions, suggests a functional parallel between modalities in the SC. The possibility that visual, somatic, and acoustic cells converge on a common delivery or distribution system, which is located in the intermediate-deeper SC strata and organizes orienting and following responses on the basis of multimodality cues, is discussed.